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mical conditionns in
Abstract: Desspite of unfavvorable econom
agriculture ass a single custoomer of aero-aagriculture worrks, it
seems to be necessary to think of thee development and
manufacture of
o a new special single-purppose aircraft. There
T
are terms durring the plant biological
b
process when accorrding
to the weatther conditionns such speccial aircrafts are
irreplaceable. The paper deaals with the speccification of suiitable
size of agricuultural aircrafft determined particularly
p
byy the
effective weigght of chemicaals. Based onn the mathemaatical
model, the working
w
producctivity in the relationship too the
application dose
do of chemiccals is computeed for the meedium
model of agrricultural aircrraft. Moreoverr, the suitable size
category of aggricultural airccraft is determinned for the required
application doose.
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Technical requirements on
o the aircraft determined foor the
aero-agriculturral works are very
v
contradictoory according to
t the
operating demands (***,20099). On one hand,, a very short taakingoff from unmeetalled workingg runway and faast flypast abovve the
working area with
w low flying height during appplication of solid or
liquid chemicaals is required.. On the other hand, the maxximal
working catchh is demanded together
t
with minimal
m
loss off time
during turningg at the end of working field. Moreover, the after
several flyoverrs above the woorking field, the fast moving baack to
runway with shhort landing is necessary.
n
All thhese operations must
be carried outt with the maaximal possiblee cargo of working
substance. Acccording the set
s of requirem
ments definingg the
working fly of
o a plane for agricultural
a
woorks, the designn and
construction of
o such plane reepresent considderable comprom
mise.
Efficiency of the
t plane can be evaluated by operating param
meter
of working prroductivity P reelated to the woorking area perr unit
time [hectare per
p hour] (Daniihel, 1984, Švrčeek, 2000).

2. CALCUL
LATION OF PLANE
P
PRO
ODUCTIVITY
Y
p
Generally, the productivitty of single sizee categories of planes
can be calculatted applying Baaltin´s equation (Danihel,
(
1984))
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- deependence of thhe maximum ttake-off weightt on the usefull
weig
ght of chemicalls

M max = 13.5988 × QF

0.767

(3))

- deependence of thhe total treated area on the usseful weight off
chem
micals maximum
m take-off weigght

1. INTRODU
UCTION

P=

variaables with the function of f = f(Q, QF), i. e. the function off
the application
a
dosee Q and the useeful weight of chemicals QF.
To
T find tje funnction, the statiistical data of available aero-agriccultural aircraft
fts were used too define the in
nput parameterss
(***
* ,1988,*** 20011). From the techhnical and operaating parameterss
of planes,
p
it is posssible to specifyy the determinin
ng relationshipss
need
ded for construcction design of the plane (Švrčček, 2002):
- deependence of the working catch width of applicationn
equiipment on the useful
u
weight off chemicals ()

(1)

in which the denominator reepresents the sum
s
of durationns of
particular phaases of workinng flight relateed to the unit area:
tRQ/QF is the time
t
of chemicaals loading, tim
me of rolling, tim
me of
taking-off to 15
1 m or landingg from 15m, 1//(vFB) is the tim
me of
chemicals appplication, tW/(LP QF) is the tim
me of working turn,
aQ/(v1QF) is thhe flight time frrom working aiirport to the working
field aQ/(v3QF) is the flight time
t
from the field
f
back to aiirport
and C/(v1A) is the flight time betweeen fields by their
a
to relaate all
consolidation. In term of equaation (1), it is advisable

2
S = 20 − 1.509 × 10 −3 M maxx + 1.143 × 10 −6 M max

(4))

- deependence of thhe working speeed on the max
ximum take-offf
weig
ght and the totaal treated area
0.938
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⎞
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⎝ S ⎠
- deependence of the
t
speed duriing the flight from workingg
airpo
ort to the workiing field on the working speed
d
v1 = v 2 + 2.77

(6))

- deependence of thhe speed duringg the flight from
m working fieldd
to th
he airport on thee working speedd
v3 = v 2 + 4.16

(7))

- deependence of the working turn on the working
g speed
t W = −5.00 + 1.58 v 2

(8))

- deependence the total time off chemicals lo
oading, rolling,,
takin
ng-off and landding

2266.64 + 3.52QF
(9))
v1
Additionally,
A
paarameters speciffying the agriculltural conditionss
must be given for thhe application oof the equation (1), namely
- av
verage size of thhe field A,
- av
verage length off the field Lp,
- av
verage distance between working airport and a field a,
- av
verage distance between fields C.
As
A an averagge managemennt unit in ag
griculture, thee
indeependent legal subject
s
is consiidered with thee managed landd
areaa from 1000 too 1200 hectarres (*** 2001).. The workingg
airpo
ort is mostly pllaced to the cennter of managed
d area, thus thee
averrage flying disttance and radiius can be deffined for givenn
cond
ditions. Based on
o defined inpuut parameters, the
t dependencee
of productivity
p
P for the plane with average technical andd
operrating parameteers on the appplication dose Q and usefull
weig
ght of chemicalls QF can be callculated (Fig. 1)).

t R = 222 + 0.02QF +

Q = −48.85 + 0.149QF + 1.585×10−4 QF
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4. SPECIFICATION OF THE OPTIMAL SIZE OF
PLANE FOR THE SLOVAK MARKET
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Fig. 1. Dependence of productivity P for the plane with average
technical and operating parameters on the application dose Q and
the useful weight of chemicals QF

3. DETERMINATION THE OPTIMAL USEFUL
WEIGHT OF CHEMICALS
As it follows from the Fig. 1, computed values of
productivity for single application doses of chemicals after the
rapid initial increase to the local maximum rise only slightly.
This point can be recognized as the point expressing the
optimal useful weight of chemicals for given application dose.
The curve passing through these points defines the optimal
useful weight of chemicals and the optimal size of the aircraft
(Fig. 2). As well as, it is possible to derive the relationship
between useful weight of chemicals and the application dose
(Fig. 3) in the form
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Using the inverse approach (Bartsch, 1983), the inverse
function for the determination of the useful weight of chemicals
QF = QF(Q), can be expressed in the form
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Considering the statistical data of the company AGROLET
(***, 1998), the following average parameters for the
determination of the optimal plane size can be specified: the
average application dose for solid chemicals QS = 141.3
kg/hectare and for liquid chemicals QL = 82.2 kg/hectare.
Related values of the useful weight of solid chemicals
QFS = 717.5 kg and liquid chemicals QFL = 563.3 kg can be
calculated from the equation (11).
As it is not effective to consider design of two planes
different for application of solid and liquid chemicals, the
weighted average the useful weights can be used with
h1 =

VS 3788
V
2920
=
= 0.56 and h2 = L =
= 0.44
V
6727
V
6727

where VS/V and VL/V are the ratios of volumes of aviation
works by application of solid and liquid chemicals, respectively
to the overall volume of aviation works (Fecenko & Ložek,
2000, Švrček, 2000). Finally, the useful weight of chemicals for
the market in the Slovak Republic will be
QF = h1.QFS + h2 .QFL = 0.56 × 717 .5 + 0 .44 × 563 .3 = 650 kg

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, the specification of suitable size of agricultural
aircraft is determined particularly from the point of view of
effective weight of chemicals. Based on the mathematical
model, the working productivity in the relationship to the
application dose of chemicals is computed for the medium
model of agricultural aircraft. Moreover, the suitable size
category of agricultural aircraft is determined for the required
application dose.
Finally, as an example of application of introduced
mathematical model, the useful weight of solid and liquid
chemicals for the market in the Slovak Republic is computed and
determined to be 650 kg.
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Fig. 2. Optimal plane size in the dependence on the useful weight
of chemicals and the plane productivity
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Fig. 3. Relationship between useful weight of chemicals and
the application dose
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